
        CONTINUING THIS SPRING IN OUR 7TH SEASON…

            GREAT FILMS                 THOUGHTFUL DISCUSSION                 A GOOD NOSH      

SATURDAYS AT 7 PM

WONDROUS OBLIVION      MARCH 10, 2018   France/UK 2003  (106 min.)

Set in the turbulent 60’s in middle-class suburbs of London, Wondrous Oblivion tells the story 
of David, an 11-year old Jewish boy who longs to play cricket as well as the other boys. Enter 
the Samuels, a family newly arrived from Jamaica. They put up a cricket net in their back 
garden, and the walls start to come down. Comic moments are intercut with racial tensions in 
this heartwarming coming-of-age story which has been compared to”Billy Elliott.” 
To view the trailer  https://youtu.be/aAfwzXrB5XY

DANCING IN JAFFA      APRIL 14, 2018  Israel 2013  (90 min.)

We’ve seen the mean streets of Jaffa in Ajami, now we get a glimpse of a kinder gentler side in 
this documentary, Dancing in Jaffa.
After many years of exile, champion ballroom dancer, Pierre Dulaine, returns to his Jaffa 
birthplace with the inspiring goal of transforming the lives of a hand-picked group of Jewish and 
Palestinian children. Through the spirited joys of rumba and waltz, barriers fall during a ten 
week build-up to a competition, as the children learn to dance with the “other.” While the Middle 
East struggles to work together, Dulaine’s classroom offers an irresistible appeal to the 
possibilities of harmony. To view the trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31IBboTu6-s

THE KIND WORDS      MAY 12, 2018      Israel 2015 (118 min.)

This critically acclaimed comedy-drama is rich and textured, capturing a quirky relationship 
between three Israeli siblings who come together in search of their biological father. An 
entertaining road trip twists from Jerusalem to Paris and then to Marseille. Writer-director Shemi 
Zarhin masterfully explores the haunting lessons adult children unearth after their parents’ 
deaths. Family secrets unravel in a bittersweet journey of self-discovery.. Nominated for 12 
Israeli Film Academy Awards, THE KIND WORDS is a coproduction between Israel and Canada.
To view the trailer [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_jxWK1F6QJU] 

NORMAN LEAR: JUST ANOTHER VERSION OF YOU  JUNE 9, 2018 US 2016 (91 min.)

He entered our living rooms every week through the 1970’s, with such iconoclastic TV classics as 
All in the Family, The Jeffersons and Maude….now meet the TV legend who indelibly shaped 
popular culture for a generation. Writer-Producer Norman Lear, at 92, speaks frankly in this 
provocative and very entertaining documentary about his own life, and how the sitcom became 
his vehicle for social change. To view the trailer https://youtu.be/jsNod2_lZHY

FREE FOR ALL DJC MEMBERS • $5 FOR NON-MEMBERS 
MUST RSVP FOR LOCATION • CONTACT US AT djcMovieNight@gmail.com
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